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Portfolio Highlights
In Latin America, our new solar company in Costa Rica
designs, procures and installs solar systems for SMEs and
residential consumers in the country. They are also
expanding to Panama, installing solar panels on over 300
affordable homes as part of a larger social housing project.
Our new biogas company is headquartered in Mexico with
operations in Mexico, Nicaragua, Colombia and Kenya and
has installed approximately 3,500 systems to date.
In Africa, our food logistics company received an additional
USD 5M from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPIC), the US DFI. One of our off-grid companies also
secured additional debt totaling USD 2M, to further support
working capital as they ramp up operations in new markets
across SSA. One Food and one Agriculture companies are
seeking to raise equity to fuel their next stages of growth.

SAIF-Bastion Diversification

Welcoming New Staff
In the third quarter, the Fund disbursed a new loan to a
current portfolio company operating in the off-grid space
in Uganda and a new loan to a coffee and cocoa
cooperative in Peru. The Fund also disbursed its first
investment in Costa Rica to an off-grid solar company, and
its first loan to a biogas company operating in both
Mexico and Kenya.

In July, AlphaMundi Foundation welcomed Christine
Roddy as Director of the Foundation. Christine has 8 years
of experience in the traditional development / nonprofit
sector, most recently as an internal strategy consultant at
the United Nations Foundation. She recently completed
her MBA from Georgetown University. AlphaMundi is also
currently recruiting an Investment Manager, Investment
Analyst, and Impact Analyst all based in Nairobi. Please
visit the GIIN job board for details.

In Latin America, AlphaMundi attended the CLIQ summit
in Ecuador, and AlphaMundi Foundation co-sponsored
the UBS Visionaris Awards in Mexico with Ashoka.

In Africa, AlphaMundi participated in panels at the Zambia
Impact conference and at a conference in Nairobi on the
East Africa investment landscape.

In Europe, Toniic held a fund pitching session in London
featuring the SocialAlpha-Bastion fund.

Industry Events
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Impact Highlights
16,125 smallholder farmer 
suppliers

18,950 MFI clients, avg. loan 
balance USD 2,693

15,618 new solar home 
systems installed 

6,352 students receiving loans 
for higher education

Next Quarter Outlook
In October, AlphaMundi will contribute to a panel on
gender lens investing at ANDE in New York, attend SOCAP
in San Francisco, the FOROMIC in Barranquilla and the
Latin American Venture Summit in Cartagena, Colombia,
and speak at the GIIN conference in Paris.

In November, AlphaMundi will attend the Gender-Smart
Investment Summit in London, and the Latin America
Impact Investing Forum for Central America and the
Caribbean in Antigua, Guatemala. Most of the team will
convene in Nairobi to review 2018 and plan for 2019,
including the launch of a new fund for Africa, AlphaJiri.

Above: The 3 finalists of the 15th

edition of the UBS Visionaris
Social Entrepreneur Award. The
winner works to support micro-
and small- producers in the
Mexican countryside.
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In 2018Q2, SAIF-Bastion
portfolio companies
served approximately
226,619 direct clients,
of whom 44% women &
91% were living in rural
areas. They employed
2,521 fulltime staff, of
whom 36% are women.



AlphaNews
Journey to Gender Lens Investing
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Why adopt a Gender Lens?
The launch of the Foundation in 2016 was the impetus for AlphaMundi’s initial work on Gender
integration. We believe that balanced teams result in stronger management and enhanced
social and financial outcomes. We also acknowledge that as capital providers, we have the
ability to encourage Gender integration in our portfolio companies at all levels, from
representation to empowerment, ownership, client outreach and even product design.
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Our process

Current portfolio companies 
complete the gender 
diagnostic tool along with 
their annual GIIRS survey.

Company metrics are tracked 
and reported that could 
reveal gender insights. 

Finalizing the scope of a
partnership with Value for
Women to conduct gender
inclusion workshops with pilot
companies.

Workshop results will include
recommended next steps that
could be supported by the
AlphaMundi Foundation.

Partner with experts to support 
customized tools for portfolio 
companies (e.g. training for 
women’s inclusion and 
leadership, opportunity 
identification for gender 
inclusion across the value 
chain, etc.)

How this could shape our portfolio

Investments in 
women-run or 
women-owned 

companies

Investments in 
companies providing 
products & services 
for women & girls

Using our capital to 
influence gender 

integration

We understand that support for women and girls is an essential component to our central 
mission of poverty reduction.

We hope to increase the number and percentage of women holding Board or senior 
management roles, and/or substantial equity stakes, in our portfolio companies.

Embedding gender in our diligence process will help us understand the company’s impact on 
women and girls throughout the value chain.

Technical Assistance and beneficiary surveys will help measure the impact of these products 
and services.

Across our portfolio and nonprofit work, AlphaMundi will consider: 

• Educating portfolio companies about gender integration and how gender insights can 
generate better business and social outcomes

• Requiring greater transparency around gender reporting
• Encouraging more diversity at the board and senior management levels

Gender integration 
across portfolio

Pilot gender 
workshops 

Customize tools and 
capacity building



AlphaNews
Industry Updates Spotlight: Tocache

Agriculture / Environment

Energy

Impact Investing

Financial Inclusion

• In a Morgan Stanley survey of 118 institutional investors, 84% indicated
that they are pursuing or actively considering pursuing ESG integration their
investment process. Of those, 60% began doing so in the last four years and
37% within the last two.

• ANDE's recently launched report on the impact investing landscape in Latin
America and identified agriculture as the second most dominant sector
behind microfinance, attracting 32% of deal flow activity from ANDE
members and USD 306M of investment in 2016-2017. Respondents expect
to increase capital available for impact in the region by USD 1B each year in
2018 and 2019.

• In September, Impact Shares launched an ETF focused on support for the
SDGs. The fund includes shares of companies that have committed to
supporting the SDGs, particularly in low-income markets.

• At the 73rd United Nations General Assembly held in NY in September, the
UNDP launched a new initiative called SDG Impact. SDG Impact will provide
private investors and businesses with country-level data and investment
roadmaps in an effort to mobilize more private sector capital to help close
the USD 30T shortfall in funding needed to achieve the SDGs.

• The Energy Access Practitioner
Network released survey results
on the off-grid appliance market.
Demand for larger productive-
use appliances (solar water
pumps and refrigerators) is
rising. However, many
appliances ranked highly in
terms of demand have little to
no reported sales due to a lack
of commercial availability and
viability.

• According to Finnovista, the
FinTech start-up economy in Latin
America grew 40% in the last year.
The same report found that much
of the growth is driven towards
the unbanked, representing
approximately half the citizens in
the region. New regulations are
expected and could be a game
changer for many of these
companies.

Education
• The Educate Girls Development

Impact Bond, launched in 2015,
announced that in year three they
managed to significantly exceed
targets, achieving 160% of the
learning gains targeted and
helping thousands of children in
India improve their education
levels. This bond is paving the way
for another half-dozen education
development impact bonds in the
underway.

Tocache is a Peruvian cocoa
cooperative that provides microloans
and technical assistances to its
members to help them increase
productivity and facilitate access to
local and international markets.
Tocache has consolidated long-term
commercial relationships with clients to
increase the bargaining power of their
members and positioned the
cooperative as a global brand in the
international cocoa market.

The Shapiama family (pictured above)
are members of the Tocache
cooperative members with a six hectare
farm.

With support from Tocache, the
Shapiama family has completely shifted
their production from coca, which they
felt contributed to local drug trafficking
and terrorism, to cocoa.

Tocache has supported the Shapiama
family by facilitating access to credit
with affordable interest rates, ensuring
a final market with fair prices and
delivering technical assistance to
enhance productivity.

“As a member of Tocache, I am now
able to meet the standards for organic
cocoa production, which means a higher
price for my cocoa product. More
importantly, I have been able to
improve my cocoa production, increase
my income and improve the overall
quality of life of my family.”

-Mrs. Circuncición Angélica Shapiama
Espinoza
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• The IFC invested USD 3M in
AlphaMundi portfolio company,
Twiga Foods. Twiga runs a mobile
cashless platform through which
vendors can order and pay for
fresh food and vegetables from
farmers, resulting in lower prices
and more efficient supply chains.

• Also in Africa, Safaricom has
ventured into agriculture by
developing digital products for
smallholder farmers and
cooperatives that buy produce.
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SocialAlpha Investment Fund – Bastion

Disclaimer: This material is for information and indicative purpose only, and should not be construed as an offer, solicitation or investment advice. Past
performance is neither a guarantee nor necessarily indicative of future results. The fund advisor is not a registered asset manager, and the fund will not be
authorized for public distribution. No fiscal advice is provided. With respect to the shares distributed in or from Switzerland, the place of performance and
jurisdiction is the registered office of the Swiss representative, Mont-Fort Funds AG, 63 Chemin Plan-Pra, 1936 Verbier, Switzerland.

AlphaNews

European Investors US Investors

Fund Name SocialAlpha Investment Fund -
Bastion SocialAlpha Investment Fund US - LP

Fund domicile and type Luxembourg, SICAV - SIF Delaware Limited Partnership

Fund Custodian Société Générale Kingdom Trust

Fund Administrator Société Générale Essential Fund Services International

Auditors Price Waterhouse Cooper Price Waterhouse Cooper

Legal Counsel Arendt & Medernach SA Drinker Biddle & Reath

Swiss Representation Agent Montfort Funds AG Not applicable

Swiss Paying Agent Banque Cantonale de Genève Not applicable

Fund Currency USD USD

Target net return 3-5% Class A: 3-5%
Class B: 5-7% 

Management Fee / 
Performance Fee / Hurdle 2% / 20% / 3% Class A: 2% / 20% / 3%

Class B: 1.5% / 15% / 4.5%

NAV Calculation Quarterly Quarterly

Subscription of units Quarterly Quarterly

Redemption of units Class A: Quarterly
Class B: 25% every 6 months

25% every 6 months with 6 months notice

Minimum initial subscription USD equivalent to EUR 125,000 USD 150,000

Our investment strategy focuses on Latin America and East Africa. We identify emerging and established market leaders
with annual sales of USD 100K to USD 10M, and build up fund exposure progressively as they achieve financial and impact
milestones, with investments ranging from USD 200K to USD 2M per company. Portfolio companies are typically at an
inflection point where AlphaMundi’s support on information/reporting systems, operational and financial risk
management, and value chain consistency can deliver substantial added value to them and the fund.
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